Sticks Stones Roots Bones Hoodoo Mojo
Conjuring With Herbs
Recognizing the pretentiousness ways to get this ebook Sticks Stones Roots Bones Hoodoo Mojo
Conjuring With Herbs is additionally useful. You have remained in right site to begin getting this
info. get the Sticks Stones Roots Bones Hoodoo Mojo Conjuring With Herbs connect that we come
up with the money for here and check out the link.
You could purchase lead Sticks Stones Roots Bones Hoodoo Mojo Conjuring With Herbs or get it as
soon as feasible. You could speedily download this Sticks Stones Roots Bones Hoodoo Mojo
Conjuring With Herbs after getting deal. So, afterward you require the book swiftly, you can straight
get it. Its suitably definitely simple and suitably fats, isnt it? You have to favor to in this declare

Voodoo & Hoodoo - James Haskins 1990
Reveals the stories and secrets of hoodoo
doctors, voodoo women, and conjurers who
serve the adherents of voodoo and hoodoo
through North America
The Book of Hallowe'en - Ruth Edna Kelley
2019-11-21
"The Book of Hallowe'en" by Ruth Edna Kelley.
Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a
wide range of titles that encompasses every
genre. From well-known classics & literary
fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet
undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue
the books that need to be read. Each Good Press
edition has been meticulously edited and
formatted to boost readability for all e-readers
and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that
are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a
high-quality digital format.
Curative Magic - Rachel Patterson 2020-08-08
Natural Magic for Healing in Heart, Spirit &
Soul Join renowned Kitchen Witch Rachel
Patterson as she shares hundreds of her own
personal spells, recipes, and remedies for
natural healing. Learn how to release emotional
blocks and use the powerful energies of nature
to support self-care for ailments and challenging
life experiences such as: • Guilt • Worry • Grief
• Low Self-Esteem • Obstacles & Blockages •
Sleep Issues • Menses & Menopause •
Transitions & Changes • Anxiety • Stress •
Depression • Panic Attacks • Fear For each
topic, you will discover helpful spells and crafts,
as well as affirmations, colour magic, crystals,
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herbs, foods, incense and essential oil blends,
rituals, meditations, and magic bundles. You will
also find dozens of recipes for enchanting treats
and natural bath products: • Body Oil • Bath
Salts • Bath Melts • Pulse Point Balm • Body
Powder • Bath Bombs • Body Butter • Body
Scrub • Bath Infusion • Foot Bath • Perfume
Blends • Cheese and Rosemary Muffins •
Porridge Any “Witch” Way • Ginger Plum Cake •
Cheesy Garlic Bread • Shortbread • Lemon and
Poppy Seed Cupcakes • Fruit Tea Cake With
additional hands-on tips for working with spirit
guides and deities as well as chakras, moon
phases, and the elements, this book shares
everything you need for effective magical
remedies.
New World Witchery - Cory Thomas Hutcheson
2021-04-08
Featuring nearly 500 samples of folklore,
including stories, artifacts, rituals, and beliefs,
New World Witchery is one of the most
comprehensive collections of witchcraft and folk
magic ever written. This treasure trove of
witchery is designed to help you integrate folk
traditions into your life and deepen your
understanding of magic. Folklore expert Cory
Thomas Hutcheson guides you to the crossroads
of folk magic, where you'll learn about different
practices and try them for yourself. Explore
chapters on magical heritage, divination, flying,
familiars, magical protection, spirit
communication, and more. This in-depth,
accessible book also provides brief profiles of
significant folk magicians, healers, and seers, so
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you can both meet the practitioners and
experience their craft.
Hoodoo For Beginners - Angelie Belard 2020-10
Manifestation Magic - Elhoim Leafar 2021-07-01
A practical guide to prosperity magic using
amulets, talismans, and rituals. Elhoim Leafar,
author of The Magical Art of Crafting Charm
Bags, offers a clear, basic treatise on the magic
of prosperity and manifesting positive
abundance. No prior magical experience is
required, although the material is also suitable
for adepts. The book is divided into two sections:
The first section guides the reader through some
basic, if simultaneously sophisticated, magical
theory including the power of attraction.
Readers are encouraged to develop a magical
mindset. The second section puts theory into
practice. Leafar features 21 (3 x 7, a very
magical and auspicious number, as adepts will
immediately recognize) rituals, amulets, and
talismans for creating and living the life you
desire. Techniques are derived from diverse
influences blending modern paganism with AfroCaribbean and Latin American magic, reflecting
the author’s background and making the
material accessible to readers walking a variety
of magical paths.
Real Magic - Isaac Bonewits 1989-01-15
Examines every category of occult phenomena
from ESP to Eastern ritual and explores the
basic laws of magic, relating them to the natural
laws of the universe.
Hoodoo - Lark Pearson 2022-02-07
Continue Reading to Find Out How to Live a
Spiritually Free Life Filled With Good Luck
Throughout the Year! Have you ever wondered
why ancient magical techniques were so
popular? Sure, it's a fun tale to tell the kids, but
what made it so appealing to people all these
centuries later? Before science and physicians,
people depended on their religion to fight bad
luck, treat diseases and physical disorders, and
solve spiritual difficulties. And this has served
people well for many years. Hoodoo, a West
African folk magic that brings good into people's
lives, is one of these magical techniques. The
mind, it has been said, is a strong thing. And if
individuals in the past believed in Hoodoo
enough to see how much it improved their lives,
why not give it a shot? "Hoodoo" by famous
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spiritualist Lark Pearson, is a complete
introduction to learning the magic of Hoodoo.
Hoodoo fans like you will learn the following
things from this thorough book: Learn about the
realities of Hoodoo and how to use its power in
your daily life. Using Hoodoo spiritual cleaning
procedures, you may rid yourself of all the
world's negativity. Cast charms to guard against
bad luck, disease, bodily afflictions, and spiritual
issues. And more, much more! You will learn
how to harness the power of African spiritual
traditions, the qualities of magical plants, and
powerful ceremonies in this life-changing book.
You'll also learn to cast basic spells using roots,
candles, herbs, and oils! So, what are you
holding out for? Scroll up and click "Buy Now
with 1-Click" to get your copy now!
The Big Book of Soul - Stephanie Rose Bird
2010-02-01
Soul is the ultimate expression and experience of
African-American culture. The Big Book of Soul
is the first popular reference book to provide an
in-depth examination of the source of soul in
African culture and how soul finds its expression
today. Author Stephanie Rose Bird takes readers
on a breathtaking journey of soul by examining
the spirit of animism and how it evolved in
contemporary African-American culture. She
explores spiritual practices related to diet,
dance, beauty, healing, and the arts, and
provides readers with ancient healing rituals and
practices they can use today. Filled with fun
facts, practical advice, and ancient spiritual
wisdom, The Big Book of Soul is for any reader
who wants a genuine, rooted experience of soul
today.
The Voodoo Doll Spellbook - Alvarado, Denise
2014-06-01
Presents doll spells drawn from New Orleans
Voodoo and hoodoo traditions as well as those
from ancient Greece, Egypt, Malaysia, Japan,
and Africa, intended to produce fast-acting, longlasting magic.
The Healing Power of African-American
Spirituality - Stephanie Rose Bird 2022-02-01
The essential resource and guide to African
American spirituality and traditions. This is a
fabulous resource for anyone who wants to
understand African American spirituality,
shamanism, and indigenous spiritual practices
and beliefs. It is designed to be informative
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while providing hands-on recipes, rituals,
projects, and resources to help you become an
active participant in its wonderfully soulful
traditions. Inside you will find: 1. A celebration
of healing, magic, and the divination traditions
of ancient African earth-based spirituality 2. An
explanation of how these practices have evolved
in contemporary African American culture 3. A
potpourri of recipes, rituals, and resources that
you can use to heal your life Among the topics
covered: African spiritual practices of Santeria,
Obeah, Lucumi, Orisa, and Quimbois
Hoodoo—and how to use it to improve your
health Ancient healing rituals and magical
recipes of Daliluw Talking drums, spiritual
dancing, clapping, tapping, singing, and
changing Power objects, tricks and mojo bags,
and herbal remedies Previously published as The
Big Book of Soul.
Rootwork - Tayannah Lee McQuillar 2010-06-15
In this groundbreaking book that places
Rootwork in its rightful spot among other
magickal traditions, Tayannah Lee McQuillar
offers a fun and practical guide to improving
your life with the help of African American folk
magick. Rootwork begins with the basics, from
explanations about the magickal powers of the
four elements (air, earth, fire, and water) to
instructions on creating talismans, charms, and
mojo bags. Also included are spells to help you:
find your soul mate spice up your sex life get a
new job improve your health discover your inner
muse Accessible and easy to use, Rootwork
offers the insights of a time-honored tradition as
a means of self-empowerment and spiritual
growth.
Mojo Workin' - Katrina Hazzard-Donald
2012-12-30
In this book, Katrina Hazzard-Donald explores
African Americans' experience and practice of
the herbal, healing folk belief tradition known as
Hoodoo. Working against conventional
scholarship, Hazzard-Donald argues that Hoodoo
emerged first in three distinct regions she calls
"regional Hoodoo clusters" and that after the
turn of the nineteenth century, Hoodoo took on a
national rather than regional profile. The first
interdisciplinary examination to incorporate a
full glossary of Hoodoo culture, Mojo Workin':
The Old African American Hoodoo System lays
out the movement of Hoodoo against a series of
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watershed changes in the American cultural
landscape. Throughout, Hazzard-Donald
distinguishes between "Old tradition Black Belt
Hoodoo" and commercially marketed forms that
have been controlled, modified, and often
fabricated by outsiders; this study focuses on the
hidden system operating almost exclusively
among African Americans in the Black spiritual
underground.
Four Seasons of Mojo - Stephanie Rose Bird
2006
The changing of the seasons can feel magicalgreens changing to browns and golds, snow
melting to show fresh buds. We all recognize
these tell-tale signs, but few are aware of the
powerful impact each season has on our spiritual
lives. Four Seasons of Mojo infuses ancient
techniques, rituals, and methods from around
the world to use each season's inherent energies
to supplement body, mind, and soul. Designed to
further spiritual practices by learning from
neighboring cultures, this book provides readers
with useful ideas unrestricted by geographic
borders, ethnicity, religion, or magical path.
Included are recipes and concepts from the
Caribbean, African American soul food, Buddhist
Meditation practices, sacred Hindu rites, Old
European traditions, Australian Aboriginal
dreaming lessons, and Native American wisdom.
African American Slave Medicine - Herbert C.
Covey 2007
African American Slave Medicine offers a critical
examination of how African American slaves'
medical needs were addressed during the years
before and surrounding the Civil War. Dr.
Herbert C. Covey inventories many of the
herbal, plant, and non-plant remedies used by
African American folk practitioners during
slavery.
Old Style Conjure - Starr Casas 2017-01-01
Conjure, hoodoo, rootwork - these are all names
for southern American folk magic. Conjure first
emerged in the days of slavery and plantations
and is widely considered among the most potent
forms of magic. Its popularity continues to
increase, both in the United States and
worldwide. This book is a guide to using conjure
to achieve love, success, safety, prosperity, and
spiritual fulfillment. Author Starr Casas, a
hereditary master of the art, introduces readers
to the history and philosophy of conjure and
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provides practical information for using it.
Featuring Casas's own rituals, spells, and home
recipes, the book provides useful information
suitable for novices and seasoned practitioners
alike. In its pages, you'll learn about: Bone
reading Candle burning Conjure bags Building
your own conjure altar At last, a book that
answers every questions you had about Conjure
but were afraid to ask! Old Style Conjure is an
absolute treasure. It?s a must-read for every
practitioner of the ancient arts and a must-have
for every magical library! - Dorothy Morrison,
author of Everyday Magic, The Craft and Utterly
Wicked.
The Way of Orisa - Philip J. Neimark
1993-05-28
Carried to the Americas by slaves, the 8,000year-old philosophy of Ifa originated with the
Yoruba peoples of West Africa. Ifa's enduring
message of strength and inner peace, one that
offers a way to harmonize our spiritual and
worldly aims, is enjoying a resurgence of
popularity in the West. Written by an avid
student and accomplished practitioner, The Way
of the Orisa provides an exhilarating
introduction to the orisa, the powerful
messenger spirits who act as our personal
guardians. Through fables, rituals, prayers and
simple guidelines, Philip Neimark shows how we
can further our personal and professional goals
by cultivating the loving support of orisa energy.
Joyous, wise and eminently practical, The Way of
the Orisa brings a vibrant ancient tradition to
contemporary life.
The Beautiful Edible Garden - Leslie Bennett
2013-02-26
A stylish, beautifully photographed guide to
artfully incorporating organic vegetables, fruits,
and herbs into an attractive modern garden
design. We’ve all seen the vegetable garden
overflowing with corn, tomatoes, and zucchini
that looks good for a short time, but then quickly
turns straggly and unattractive (usually right
before friends show up for a backyard
barbecue). If you want to grow food but you
don’t want your yard to look like a farm, what
can you do? The Beautiful Edible Garden shares
how to not only grow organic fruits and
vegetables, but also make your garden a place of
year-round beauty that is appealing, enjoyable,
and fits your personal style. Written by a
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landscape design team that specializes in
artfully blending edibles and ornamentals
together, The Beautiful Edible Garden shows
that it’s possible for gardeners of all levels to
reap the best of both worlds. Featuring a fresh
approach to garden design, glorious
photographs, and ideas for a range of
spaces—from large yards to tiny patios—this
guide is perfect for anyone who wants a
gorgeous and productive garden.
The Magic of Marie Laveau - Denise Alvarado
2020-02-01
The life and work of the legendary “Pope of
Voodoo,” Marie Laveau—a free woman of color
who practically ruled New Orleans in the
mid-1800s Marie Laveau may be the most
influential American practitioner of the magical
arts; certainly, she is among the most famous.
She is the subject of songs, films, and legends
and the star of New Orleans ghost tours. Her
grave in New Orleans ranks among the most
popular spiritual pilgrimages in the US.
Devotees venerate votive images of Laveau, who
proclaimed herself the “Pope of Voodoo.” She is
the subject of respected historical biographies
and the inspiration for novels by Francine Prose
and Jewell Parker Rhodes. She even appears in
Marvel Comics and on the television show
American Horror Story: Coven, where she was
portrayed by Angela Bassett. Author Denise
Alvarado explores Marie Laveau’s life and
work—the fascinating history and mystery. This
book gives an overview of New Orleans Voodoo,
its origins, history, and practices. It contains
spells, prayers, rituals, recipes, and instructions
for constructing New Orleans voodoo-style altars
and crafting a voodoo amulet known as a grisgris.
Orishas, Goddesses, and Voodoo Queens Lilith Dorsey 2020
"Throughout Africa and beyond in the Diaspora
caused by the slave trade, the divine feminine
was revered in the forms of goddesses, like the
ancient Nana Buluku; water spirits like Yemaya,
Oshun, and Mami Wata; and the warrior Oya.
The power of these goddesses and spirit beings
has taken root in the West. This book shows us
how to celebrate and cultivate the traits of these
goddesses, drawing upon their strengths to
empower our own lives"-Black Magic - Yvonne P. Chireau 2006-11-20
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"Chireau has written a marvelous text on an
important dimension of African American
religious culture. Expanding beyond the usual
focus of scholarship on Christianity, she
describes and analyzes the world of magicalmedical-religious practice, challenging hallowed
distinctions among "religion" and "magic."
Anyone interested in African American religion
will need to reckon seriously with Chireau's text
on conjure."—Albert J. Raboteau, Princeton
University "Deprived of their own traditions and
defined as chattel, enslaved Africans formed a
new orientation in America.
Conjuring—operating alongside of and within
both the remnants of African culture and the
acquired traditions of North America—served as
a theoretical and practical mode of deciphering
and divining within this, enabling them to create
an alternate meaning of life in the New World.
Chireau's is the first full-scale treatment of this
important dimension of African American culture
and religion. A wonderful book!"—Charles H.
Long, Professor of History of Religions
University of California, Santa Barbara and
author of Significations: Signs, Symbols and
Images in the Interpretation of Religion
Light, Bright, and Damned Near White Stephanie Rose Bird 2009
The election of America's first biracial president
brings the question dramatically to the fore.
What does it mean to be biracial or tri-racial in
the United States today? Anthropologist
Stephanie Bird takes us into a world where
people are struggling tobe heard, recognized,
and celebrated for the racial diversity one would
think is the epitome of America's melting pot
persona. But being biracial or tri-racial brings
unique challenges--challenges including
prejudice, racism and, from within racial groups,
colorism. Yet America is now experiencing a
multiracial baby boom, with at least three states
logging more multiracial baby births than any
other race aside from Caucasians. As the
Columbia Journalism Review reported, American
demographics are no longer black and white. In
truth, they are a blended, difficult-to-define
shade of brown. Bird shows us the history of
biracial and tri-racial people in the United
States, and in European families and events. She
presents the personal traumas and victories of
those who struggle for recognition and
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acceptance in light of their racial backgrounds,
including celebrities such as golf expert Tiger
Woods, who eventually quit trying to describe
himself as Cablanasin, a mix including Asian and
African American. Bird examines current events,
including the National Mixed Race Student
Conference, and the push to dub this Generation
MIX. And she examines how American
demographics, government, and society are
changing overall as a result. This work includes
a guide to tracing your own racial roots. This
volume explores the history, challenges, and
psychological issues for-as well as prejudice
against-people who have a mixed ancestry
leaving them at neither end of the polar
spectrum, neither Black nor White, but biracial
ortri-racial.
Sticks, Stones, Roots & Bones - Stephanie
Rose Bird 2004
Tracing the magical roots of "hoodoo" back to
West Africa, the author provides a history of this
nature-based healing tradition and offers
practical advice on how to apply hoodoo magic
to everyday life.
Dangerous Games to Play in the Dark - Lucia
Peters 2019-09-03
What begins as a test of bravery or a sleepover
activity—chanting in front of a mirror, riding an
elevator alone, taking pictures in the dark—can
become something . . . dangerous. This
compendium collects the most spine-chilling
games based on urban legends from around the
world. Centuries–old games such as Bloody Mary
and Light as a Feather, Stiff as a Board are
detailed alongside new games from the internet
age, like The Answer Man, a sinister voice that
whispers secrets to whomever manages to
contact him with a cellphone. With step-by-step
instructions, historical context, and the stakes
for each game, this black handbook is the ideal
gift for anyone looking for a late-night thrill—but
beware who, or what, may come out to play.
The New Orleans Voodoo Handbook - Kenaz
Filan 2011-08-16
A guide to the practices, tools, and rituals of
New Orleans Voodoo as well as the many
cultural influences at its origins • Includes
recipes for magical oils, instructions for candle
workings, and directions to create gris-gris bags
and Voodoo dolls to attract love, money, justice,
and healing and for retribution • Explores the
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major figures of New Orleans Voodoo, including
Marie Laveau and Dr. John • Exposes the diverse
ethnic influences at the core of Voodoo, from the
African Congo to Catholic immigrants from Italy,
France, and Ireland One of America’s great
native-born spiritual traditions, New Orleans
Voodoo is a religion as complex, free-form, and
beautiful as the jazz that permeates this steamy
city of sin and salvation. From the French
Quarter to the Algiers neighborhood, its famed
vaulted cemeteries to its infamous Mardi Gras
celebrations, New Orleans cannot escape its rich
Voodoo tradition, which draws from a multitude
of ethnic sources, including Africa, Latin
America, Sicily, Ireland, France, and Native
America. In The New Orleans Voodoo Handbook,
initiated Vodou priest Kenaz Filan covers the
practices, tools, and rituals of this system of
worship as well as the many facets of its origins.
Exploring the major figures of New Orleans
Voodoo, such as Marie Laveau and Dr. John, as
well as Creole cuisine and the wealth of musical
inspiration surrounding the Mississippi Delta,
Filan examines firsthand documents and
historical records to uncover the truth behind
many of the city’s legends and to explore the oftdiscussed but little-understood practices of the
root doctors, Voodoo queens, and spiritual
figures of the Crescent City. Including recipes
for magical oils, instructions for candle
workings, methods of divination, and even
directions to create gris-gris bags, mojo hands,
and Voodoo dolls, Filan reveals how to call on
the saints and spirits of Voodoo for love, money,
retribution, justice, and healing.
Voodoo Hoodoo Spellbook - Denise Alvarado
2011-11-01
“Voodoo Hoodoo” is the unique variety of Creole
Voodoo found in New Orleans. The Voodoo
Hoodoo Spellbook is a rich compendium of more
than 300 authentic Voodoo and Hoodoo recipes,
rituals, and spells for love, justice, gambling
luck, prosperity, health, and success. Cultural
psychologist and root worker Denise Alvarado,
who grew up in New Orleans, draws from a
lifetime of recipes and spells learned from
family, friends, and local practitioners. She
traces the history of the African-based folk
magic brought by slaves to New Orleans, and
shows how it evolved over time to include
influences from Native American spirituality,
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Catholicism, and Pentecostalism. She shares her
research into folklore collections and 19th- and
20th- century formularies along with her own
magical arts. The Voodoo Hoodoo Spellbook
includes more than 100 spells for Banishing,
Binding, Fertility, Luck, Protection, Money, and
more. Alvarado introduces readers to the
Pantheon of Voodoo Spirits, the Seven African
Powers, important Loas, Prayers, Novenas, and
Psalms, and much, much more, including:Oils
and Potions: Attraction Love Oil, Dream Potion,
Gambler’s Luck Oil, Blessing OilHoodoo Powders
and Gris Gris: Algier’s Fast Luck Powder,
Controlling Powder, Money Drawing
PowderTalismans and Candle MagicCurses and
Hexes
Earth Mama's Spiritual Guide to Weight Loss Stephanie Rose Bird 2017-05-17
How Earth Rituals, Goddess Invocations,
Affirmations and Natural Remedies Enhance Any
Weight Loss Plan
Good Juju - Najah Lightfoot 2019-06-08
Spiritual Rites, Spell Work, and Folk Practices to
Enhance Your Well-Being and Personal Power
Learn to better express your spirituality and
build up your magical practice with this book's
powerful spells, rituals, and tools. Designed to
help you navigate whatever ups and downs life
throws your way, Good Juju is your perfect
choice for learning to embrace nature, the old
ways, and the magick all around you. Using
simple practices that don't interfere with any
religions, Good Juju helps you lay a foundation
for daily ritual work. You'll also learn how to
craft mojos, create and work with altars, tune in
to your intuition, and much more. Author Najah
Lightfoot guides you in keeping your mind, body,
and spirit strong as you discover your magical
work and align with your higher power.
Spell Crafts - Scott Cunningham 2002-09
Spell Crafts Take a look at your hands. See them
as wondrous vehicles of power. Feel the energy
that flows through everything you do. Tap into
that power! Carve a symbol, dip a candle, mix
fragrant herbs, sculpt clay, and make your life
all that you want it to be. When crafts are used
to create objects intended for ritual or to
symbolize the divine, the connection between
the craftsperson and divinity grows more
intense. This second edition of Spell Crafts, the
much-loved and oft-read guide to magical
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handwork, features new illustrations and a new
preface by David Harrington. Learn how to
create and use all of the following: - magical
simmering potpourris - a beaded psychic
mandala - clay pentacles, plaques, and runic dice
- a shaman''s arrow - sand paintings - Corn
Mother - a magical spell broom - protective hex
sign - Witch bottles - flower garlands - spell
banner - magic mirror - prosperity trivet - wheat
weaving
True Magick - Amber K 2006
Newly revised and expanded to include 100
additional exercises, this instructional guide
traces the history and lore of magick, covers
several forms of magick, including shamanism,
Voudun, and Qabala, and explains the basics,
such as casting spells safely and ethically.
Original.
Hoodoo Cleansing and Protection Magick Miss Aida 2020
"Does your house feel a little wonky? Is someone
giving you the evil eye? Are you just having a
run of bad luck or have you been cursed? Miss
Aida answers all these questions and more. She
offers sound, practical advice for all sorts of
dicey situations, both large and small. The book
is filled with rituals, spells, and Miss Aida's own
personal magickal formulas for removing
negative energies, breaking malevolent spells,
and banishing harmful people so that you can
take control and live your best life"-Doctoring the Devil - Jake Richards 2021
"Appalachian folk magic and conjure are little
known today, but forty or fifty years ago, just
about every person you might ask in Appalachia
either knew something about it themselves or
knew someone who did it. These practices and
'superstitions' are at the core Appalachian
culture. Who were the old conjurors and witches
of Appalachia? What did they do, believe in, and
dress land talk like? How can you learn the ways
of conjuring for yourself? This book answers
those questions and more"-Papa Jim's Herbal Magic Workbook - Papa
Jim 2001-01-01
Papa Jim is a very famous healer and root
doctor. He brings you this compilation of
remedies and potions from all over the world.
Share the secret recipes that have mystically
solved the problems of Papa Jim's many
devotees. Learn how to unleash the magical
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powers of herbs.
Jambalaya - Luisah Teish 2021-06-29
A refreshed edition of Jambalaya: The Natural
Woman’s Book of Personal Charms and Practical
Rituals—updated with a note from the author
sharing the changes that have occurred in the
30 years since its original publication. "A book of
startling remembrances, revelations, directives,
and imperatives, filled with the mysticism,
wisdom, and common sense of the African
religion of the Mother. It should be read with the
same open-minded love with which it was
written."—Alice Walker, author of The Color
Purple Since its original publication in 1985,
Jambalaya has become a classic among Women’s
Spirituality Educators, practitioners of
traditional Africana religions, environmental
activists, and cultural creatives. A mix of
memoir, spiritual teachings, and practices from
Afro-American traditions such as Ifa/Orisha, and
New Orleans Voudou, it offers a fascinating
introduction to the world of nature-based
spirituality, Goddess worship, and rituals from
the African diaspora. More relevant today than it
was 36 years ago, the wisdom of Jambalaya
reconnects us to the natural and spiritual world,
and the centuries-old traditions of African
ancestors, whose voices echo through time,
guiding us and blending with our own.
Hoodoo, Voodoo, and Conjure - Jeffrey E.
Anderson 2008
Hoodoo, voodoo, and conjure are part of a
mysterious world of magic that has long
captured the popular imagination. This book is a
convenient introduction to the subject for
students and general readers. An opening
chapter defines and classifies these magical
beliefs and practices. This is followed by a wide
range of examples and texts illustrating the
richness of this spiritual tradition. The volume
additionally discusses the presence of hoodoo,
voodoo, and conjure in popular culture, whether
in literary works or in such films as The Skeleton
Key, and it overviews the scholarly treatment of
the topic. The volume closes with a glossary and
bibliography.
Weave the Liminal - Laura Tempest Zakroff
2019-01-08
Create an authentic path of Witchcraft that
works for you. How does a modern Witch
embrace tradition while navigating a complex
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contemporary life? How can you remain true to
your own authenticity when you're surrounded
by a whole world of magical theories, practices,
deities, and paths? Weave the Liminal explores
what it means to truly be a Witch in the modern
world. Through the accessible lens of Modern
Traditional Witchcraft, Laura Tempest Zakroff
helps you formulate a personalized Witchcraft
practice and deepen your work with spirits,
ancestors, familiars, and the energies of the
liminal realm. This book is a guide to connecting
to your deepest feelings and intuitions about
your roots, your sense of time, the sources of
your inspiration, and the environments in which
you live. It supports your experience of
spellcrafting and ritual, and teaches you about
metaphysical topics like working with lunar
correspondences and creating sacred space.
Discover valuable insights intopractical issues
such as teachers, covens, oaths, and doing
business as a Witch. Modern Traditional
Witchcraft is a path of self-discovery through
experience. Let Weave the Liminal be your guide
and companion as you explore the Craft and
continue evolving the rich pattern of your
magical life. Praise: "Laura Tempest Zakroff has
made Witchcraft accessible to beginners in a
way that changes generations. You'll be
recommending this book for decades to
come."—Amy Blackthorn, author of Blackthorn's
Botanical Magic
Crossroads of Conjure - Katrina Rasbold
2019-01-08
Explore the Fascinating World of Southern Folk
Magic Featuring an introductory look at Granny
Magic, Hoodoo, Brujería, and Curanderismo in
the American South, Crossroads of Conjure
provides a fresh perspective on folk magic. This
authentic and powerful book demonstrates how
these systems are interconnected, celebrates
their sustainability, and dispels the myths and
misunderstandings about them. Learn about
each path's beliefs, practitioners, history, and
how its traditions are carried on in modern
society. Discover the techniques practitioners
use for healing, survival, protection, and more.
This entertaining and informative exploration of
folk magic also helps you determine which
practice resonates with you the most.
Dunwich's Guide to Gemstone Sorcery Gerina Dunwich 2003-06-13
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Publisher’s Note: A new edition has replaced
this book under the title Gemstone and Crystal
Magic, ISBN 9781637480076. A witch-friendly
guide to working magic with gemstones and
crystals. The energy contained within stones is a
mysterious and invisible power as old as the
earth itself, perhaps even older. It is also an
energy that, when properly harnessed, can
enable a person to create powerful magick and
reconnect with Mother Nature and the earth.
Dunwich's Guide to Gemstone Sorcery is a
practical and comprehensive guide to the
magickal world of precious and semiprecious
stones. Written by a modern Witch with
firsthand knowledge of the occult properties of
stones, this book is filled with numerous spells
and rituals, enchanting Pagan folklore, and
useful magickal correspondences. It also
explores gemstone curses and cures, and the
many ways in which gemstones can be utilized
as amulets for magickal workings, as oracles for
revealing the future, and as tools for healing
one's body, mind, and spirit. With the aid of this
book, you will learn how to properly cleanse and
charge stones, and also how to make homemade
gemstone elixirs. Additionally, you will discover
the secrets of using stones to increase your
wealth, facilitate clairvoyant abilities, invoke
deities, ward off bad luck and evil influences,
draw love into your life, and so much more!
Dunwich's Guide to Gemstone Sorcery provides
you with everything you need to know for
transforming yourself into a sorcerer or
sorceress of gemstone magick.
Working Conjure - Hoodoo Sen Moise
2018-09-01
"Working Conjure is a blessing. With the
increasing commodification of African American
and African Diasporic traditions, books about
our practices that are simple, direct, and useful
seem few and far between. Hoodoo Sen Moise
manages to balance a solid delivery on the
practice of Conjure with just enough theory to
create a foundation to do this spiritual
work—which is not, as he also reminds us,
spiritual easy—and to continue the work given to
us by our ancestors to heal each other and the
world we share."—Mambo Chita Tann, author of
Haitian Vodou Conjure, also known as Hoodoo or
Rootwork, is an old and powerful system of
North American folk magic. Its roots derive
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primarily from West and Central African
spiritual traditions but it developed during the
slave trade and its purpose at that time was to
help ease the terrible oppression experienced by
the slaves. Working Conjure explores the
history, culture, principles, fundamentals, and
ethics of Conjure, while simultaneously serving
as a practical how-to guide for actually doing the
work. Author Hoodoo Sen Moise has been a
practitioner for nearly forty years. In Working
Conjure, his first book, he shares the techniques
and lessons that will bring Hoodoo alive to those
who are new to the practice as well as useful
and enlightening information for the adept. In
the book he: Explores the primary materials
used in Conjure Features spells, rituals, and
workings for various purposes Guides readers to
learn how to bring this profound school of magic
to life “Conjure,” writes Hoodoo Sen Moise, “is
not a religion or spiritual path, per se, but rather
magic/spiritual work that is done to bring about
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change in a situation. Whether that situation is a
relationship, money, a job, revenge, healing, or
cleansing, the fundamental tenet of Conjure is to
do work that changes the circumstance.”
365 Days of Hoodoo - Stephanie Rose Bird
2018-12-08
Hoodoo is a bold spiritual tradition that helps
enhance your wellbeing and solve everyday
problems. This practical, do-it-yourself guide
shows you how to use spells, rites, recipes,
mojos, and curios to enrich your life and be
ready for whatever comes your way. 365 Days of
Hoodoo starts by providing the basics of
Hoodoo, and then gradually builds your
knowledge day after day. You'll discover the
essential components for your practice, how to
master the parts of your life that seem out of
control, and the various ways Hoodoo can
improve love, prosperity, protection, and much
more. This impressive book also features lore,
prayers, potions, altars, baths, and meditations.
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